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Southern California MG Club’s Orange
County Cruise of January 19, 2020 started off
in the Woodbury Town Center Shopping
parking lot in Irvine, with 4 MGB GT’s and 2
MGB roadsters. The route took us past
Cook’s Corner onto the twisting Live Oak
Canyon Road and on to the Ortega Oaks
Candy and Goods Store on Ortega Hwy after
a brief pit stop at Sendero/Gateway Plaza.
We were held up a bit on Ortega Highway by
several motorcycles (typically they scream
past) but had a beautiful day with sunny
weather and temperatures that allowed us
roadster pilots to drive “top down.” Once at
the Candy Store owned by Shannon Danae,
there was a quick “tech. session” on James
Bugaren’s ’77 red roadster before we
returned via a slightly different route to Olde
Ship Pub in Santa Ana for lunch and car talk,
more or less on schedule. No one got lost, no
break-downs or other mishaps, so this
decade’s kick-off was an unqualified success.

Pre-Drive Gathering of “B”s

Host and Lead Car Drivers – Richard Winslow & Tyler
Winslow.

In attendance were: Red Roadster James
Buraren & Co-Driver; Orange GT Grant Hill;
Gray GT Tanny O'Haley; Green Roaster
Richard and Tyler Winslow, Green GT Adam
and Steve Lombard; Red GT Doug Wochna
and Zelda Davis.

Always be Ready for a
Mechanical Tweaking.
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San Fernando to
Orange County
Tanny, Adam, Steve, Doug and Zelda
traveled 66 miles one way as the crow flies
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from the San Fernando Valley to the meet up
location Woodbury Town Center – the 2020
beginning of the 2020 Ortega Highway
Cruise. It was 7:55 a.m. when Zelda and
Doug arrived at Adam and Steve Lombard’s
residence in Encino. It was a beautiful clear
cool morning. The two MGB-GT’s, Green
Bean and Red, left together at 8:00 a.m.
heading toward Downtown Los Angeles by a

side route off the 101. Circling around
Downtown Los Angeles they arrived at
Woodbury Town Center around 9:00 a.m.
with enough time to get a quick breakfast.
The drive was uneventful. We did notice that
the completion of the Orange County
Connection Overpasses were done as we
drove through Anaheim passing Disneyland.

THE CRUISE
This road, driven by commuters, can be congested.
This day, our troop was able to cruise the road with
only a few motorcycles.

The drive back to civilization and the Olde Ship
went well because all thoughts were about
eating. Somehow the winding roads seemed
straighter.
Once at the Olde Ship Pub it was time to EAT!
As you walk down the hallway, did you notice
the picture on the wall? Take a look! A picture
that indicates the world is flat. This picture
depicts what our fore fathers believed. Thank
goodness that forward thinkers were able to
prove that the world is round and MG’s can be
driven without breaking down.
The Caption Reads:
“I told you so.”
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The three who were unable to make the drive – came to support those who made the journey.
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